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There are only 111 more days
until finals.
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By TIM GALLAGHER
LOBO Editor
UNM Budget Director Jim
Wiegmann says the Ul)iversity
would like to get a portion of the
approximately $140,000 the city of
Albuquerque collects from parking
tickets given out on campus.
But the city might- have
something to say about that
because a city study released Friday
shows that it cost the city at least
$145,000 to collect those fines.
The report, prepared by the
Municipal Court and the City
Department of Finance and
Management, is for the time period
from Sept. I, 1976 to July 28,
The report says it cost the city
$145,227 to process the tickets
issued on campus, plus data
processing costs added later. The
report also indicates that the city
nets about $140,099 during that

time period.
Wiegmann, who had not yet seen
the report when·contacted, said he
would first like to review the report
before making any comment as. to
its validity.
"The city's feeling all along is
that they haven't been making any
money on it," Wiegmann said. "Of
course, our objective is to keep the
parking spaces open and to
discourage people from getting
tickets.
"Otir feeling is that we'd like to
recover something. If we can't get
everything, we'd like to get a
portion of it."
City Chief Administrative
Officer Frank Kleinhenz said he
and other city officials would meet
soon with UNM officials to discuss
UNM meter maids will be having a field day today with the hun- r•o~a.byWanderr
alternatives in dispersing the
money.
dreds of illegally parked cars on campus. Unfortunately, UNM
Wiegmann said ont. city alterdoesn't receive any money from ticket fines. It all goes to the city.
native might possibly be to raise the
penalties on the tickets. The tickets
cost $2 or $5 depending on the
violation. The penalty doubles if
the ticket is not paid within five
working days of the date it is
issued.
The city's costs do no\ include
Restoration work. on the city reservoir, on the corner of Redondo Dr.
the approximately $61,000 needed
and Yal.e Blvd. is, scheduled to be completed by mid-September, according
to pay the 11-UNM paid meter
to proJect Engmeer Dave Grieves. Until then, traffic entering the
maids, last year's UNM budget
V'niversity on Yale &lvd. will face congestion problems.
showed. While UNM pays the
The project, which began in July 1976, entails the rebuilding of two
meter maids to write the tickets, the
Albuquerque water stores: the Burton Park Reservoir (situated north of
city's co~ts are involved ·in
Gibson on Carlisle) and the Yale Reservoir. Although a major construction
processing the tickets in traffic
. job, the work nay be considered·routine since both water supplies requjre
violations division and 'Municipal
· frequent renovation in order to keep up with the city's growing needs. The ·
Court, mainly. UNM receives no
estimated cost of the project is $1.1 million.
money back from the city to offset
The Yale Reservoir, one of Albuquerque's largest (9 million gallons),
· the cost of paying·the meter maids,
Wiegmann sald.
was built in 1920 and furnishes water to the downtown area. Its campus
The report showed that about
location is due to the reservoir's limited operational ability. Grieves ex60,000 parking tickets were issued
plained that "it is a 'gravity feed' reservoir-one that has to be situated
on campus during the survey
·above the area to be supplied."
period. It also showed that 24,259
Before work began in the summer of '76 on Yale, it was decided· that the
tickets issued on campus have still
minor traffic problems caused by 'the reparation or laying of water pipes
not been paid.
along Central Ave. would be more favorable than the enormous cost of
The penalty on overdue tickets
relocating the reservoir.
made up a large portion of the
"The tentative completion date is Sept. 15 of this year," Grieves said.
city's revenues. The report showed
6, 723 overdue tickets were collected
netting $53,083. Tickets for $5
violations were collected from
9,672 car owners for a total of
$48,360 and $2 ticket violations
were collected from 9,237 car
LOIOphoto
Cars entering the University on Yale Blvd. skirt mudpuddtes owners for a total of $18,474, the
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (UPI) - Thousands of Elvis Presley fans wandered created during the construction on the Yale reservoir.
survey shows.
(cont. on p. 16)
about the grounds of the cemetery where his body lies and stood helplessly
in front of his hilltop mansion Sunday, swapping memories of the rock 'n
roll king they adored.
Thin yellow ropes and watchful security guards kept the curious 30 feet
from the four-columned mausoleum where Presley's coffin was sealed
·
Thursday.
Many of the fans were making their second or third visit to see the only
memorial, at present, to the singer, who ended an era with his death at the
age of 42 Tuesday.
"That really doesn't look like a place Elvis should be," said Cindy
Vogelsang of St. Louis, as she and her husband and 2-year-old son sat on a
grassy grave plot across from the magnolia-shaded mausoleum.
"To me his being in there with 300 other people pulls him down. He
should be set off. Be earned it," she said.

Yale Reservoir

·

Work Continues

.''

Memorial Attracts Thousands

Elvis: 1935-1977

Mimers
Spread
Sideshow

Related stories on page 10

TO GET THE WORD ON SCHLITZ LOOK IN THE YELLOW PAGES UNDER BEER.

Many of the others who, like the Vogelsangs, had driven all night and
travelled fforn places such as Vestal, N.Y., Drumright, Okla, and
Erwinville, La., stood about in the heat in clusters, solemnly recounting
the greatness ofthe man they called the King.
"I think he should be in a museutn with all his clothes he used to wear in
his shows," said Gary Patterson, of Drumright. "I think people are here
from all over the country and I know they will keep coming. He needs to be
in a place all his own."
The sea of flowers which had blanketed the front ot the mausoleum
during the funeral servkes Thursday was gone and only a few brought
small floral' arrangrnents to lay within the boundaries of the cordoned off
!ft'ea.
These were picked up almost immediately by souvenir-hunting mourners
'who also plucked blades of grass and limbs from the trees surrounding the
mausoleum.
· Police said they also had problems with some of the fans who scaled the
walls of Presley's nansion, four miles away, in efforts to get a memento.
The gates to the hilltop mansion were opened duriqg the weekend to
,
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The Breadline Sideshow of
Placitas performed on the mall at
UNM Aug. 18 at noon. They will
return Aug. 23 at 11 a.m. and 1
p.m. Admission is free and the
public is invited.
Sponsored by the UNM Student
Activities Office, the performance
includes circus acts, poetry, dance
and mime.
The Placitas players were part of
the New Orleans 1azz and Heritage
Festival this spring and recently
completed a performance series for
the Albuquerque libraries.
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In Communist Politburo

J
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Maoists
Reign
Again
.
J

HONG KONG (UPI) Military leaders and veterans of
~ Mao Tse-Tung's long march of the
>-l
1930s dominate the powerful
~ Politburo elected by the Chinese
~ Communist Party's new Central
.~ Committee, analysts said Sunday.
OJ
The 26-member Politburo also
~ includes proven party loyalists and
il: economic planning specialists who
~ will help guide the modernization
c-1" program which chairman Hua Juo"' Feng launched to raise China to
superpower status hy the end of the
century.
o"

J!

Hul\, Milo's chosen successor as
party leader who was put in power
by the military, was affirmed as the
"wise leader" who can take China
"trimphantly into the 21st cen(ury."
·
The key power group, the
Politburo's standing committee,
consists of only five men - Hua
and the party's four vice chairmen:
Yeh Chien-Ying, Teng Hsiao-Ping,
Li Hsien-Nien and Wang TungHsing - the Official New China
News Agency annqunced Sunday.
Three· of the our vice chairmen

I
•

MEXICAN FOOD

are tough revolutionaries who
survived both the rigors of the
famed 7 ,500-mile long march four
decades ago, when Mao kept
communist cadres together during
the low point of the war with the
Kuomiiltang Nation,alists - and
·the party's many subsequent
political wars. ·
. Wang . Timg-Hsing, the fourth
VIce chrurman, once was Mao'.s
bodyguard and was chief of the
"Palace Guard'' that protected the
top lead~rs .in their ~h?ng N~ Hai
enclave ms1de Pekmg s forbidden
city.
Yeh, one of the founders of the
Chinese Army and a marshall
before ranks were abolished a
dozen years ago, currently is
defense minister.
·
Teng, No. 3 man in the power
structure, was. rehistated to power
late last month after surviving his
second purge in 1976, He also is a
vice premier and chief of the armed
forces J!eneral staff_
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Apartheid

~Doomed

to Failure

3207 MATTHEW NE, SUITE
ALBUa., NEW MEXICO 87110
(5051 268 _1206

._::::;

BEAN BAG VILLAGE

0

Quality Bean Bag Furniture
couches-lounges-love seats-refillsdiscs-chairs-poofs in naughyde and
fabrics- one year uarantee

I

LAGOS, Nigeria (UP!) -U.N. Secretary General Kurt Waldheim
arrived Sunday for a conference o.n racial segregation in Southern
Africa and said the segregation policy known as apartheid ·was
"doomed to failure."
Delegates from more than 60 countries, including America's
outspoken.U.N. Ambassador Andrew Young, began flying in over the
weekend for the five-day world conference against apartheid .
Waldheim opens the U.N. gathering today in a show of support for
Black Africa's fight to end segregation in the White-ruled subcontinent.
'
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See our DANCEWEAR and
FISHNET TIGHTS! Danskins finest
seamless fishnets with stretch nylon
E
· II f
com f ort so 1es ..
spec1a
y or you,
from the COSTUME HOUSE.
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LOS ANGELES (UPI)- Relatives and close friends gathered Sunday
for a private family memorial service for comedian Groucho Marx at
the home of his son, Arthur, his long-time companion, Erin Fleming,
said a "party" might be held in his honor later. ·
A family spokesman said Marx's remains would be cremated as
Groucho had instructed.
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with this coupon

7401 Menaul Blvd. NE299-1295
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Church Heads Condemn Gays

SUBS

WASHINGTON (UP I) - Bucking the trend in more liberal
Protestant denominations toward increased acceptance of gay rights,
leaders of the Seventh Day Adventist Church Sunday strongly condemned homosexual behavior.
The Rev. Robert Pierson, president ofthe denomination's general
conference, said homosexuality U!idermines the basic structure of the
home.
"Any perversion that weakens the very basis upon which a
Christian nation is built cannot be accepted by the church," Pierson
said.

JiOT DISHES
2.95
lasagna
Ravioli
Egg Plant Parmesan
Sausage & Peppers
Includes Sdlad & Garlic
Bread
"£'D.''''"'.. <"''' ~
SIDE DISHES

-~-·

WASHINGTON (UP!)- Billy Carter, in an interview released
Sunday, said the federal government is discriminating against him
because he is the President's brother.
Carter complained to u_s, News and World Report Magazine
about audits being made by the Internal Revenue Service on his
peanut warehouse, farm and service station at Plains, Ga.
"1 don't think we've had full-fledged audits except with Jimmy as
president," He said. "I dont't mind them checking Jimmy's, out I
think they've discriminated against me because I'm Jimmy's
brother."

Sun.10:30-6p.m.

2206 Central SE
For outgoing orders call

8

30c0FF
ANVSUB
except mini's
,.With Coupon· Good Ayntime Until Aug. 28
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Pizza
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Thick Square Sicilian Pizza
By The Slice and Pan

2004 Central SE •

79c with cheese
with this coupon only
Good lhru Sunday,
Aug.21

HAPPY HOUR

2-5 J!.m., Aug. 22-25

Buy Une Slice
Get One FRE p::::::::r
3CornDogs

for99c

UMITED OFFER

Coupon Expires August 28, 1977

4201 Central Ave. NE

Exhibition and Sale of

FINE ART I
·, I

,o·
,

MONET

J'

TOULOUSE-LAUTREC
ROTHKO

I

~

CEZANNE
VAN GOGH

ROUSSEAU

ESCHER

KLEE

DALI

DEGAS

PICASSO

VERMEER

RENOIR

REMINGTON

t•=--

FRANKENTHALER~

••!!.~f,om

Y•I>P"k
2216 Central S.E.-265-5986

WYETH
HOMER

GAUGUIN
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MIRO

CO ROT
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Brother Billy Sees Prejudice

\

1.95
Sausage
Meat Ball
, / · . and 1 Cheese.
Egg Plarit Parin~ai'l. ·. -MEAT:
Jiarn
Peppers and Egg"~/.
Splced Ham
Minestrone Soup·••.., , • · -75
Steak Italiano. · " //
Roast Beef
Super French. Fries ... _ . AS
Garnish InciOded/ ·.
· Coolted. Salami
Pickle.- ... ;,,_·, .. _,,, ·.15
Peppel'S '->
.,1 . Genoa Salami
Onion Rings :'•. ; •. - . . . ,45
Beef"
Mozzdrella· . · "· · ·<::<
,. 1J Corned
. p·. t.
Vt!getarian Salad . • . . . • • .50
Onions · ·
"· < / /
a$ ram•.
·.tlarlic
Bread ...., . '~: ...••. '!£U...
· .25
sANDWlci{ESAtsQ/
.. Pepperoni·· '•
BEVERAGES
SERVEI)ONWHITE1
. -· Opocollo
.R:Vfd)R ilOLL
· Proscuitfo
·. Coke, SpritejMr. Pib, Iced .
turkey
Tea, Orange' Drink1
SPAGHETTI
Bologna
Lemonade
:~iverwurst
.
Sm- .25 Med- .35Lg- -45
Dish of Spaghetti ',
and Meat Ball .••.. 1.50
Tea .•....,: •• . , ...... , . . . . . . .20
· Mozzarella
CHEI!Sih
toffee ................ 15
American
Milk ... ,.• ·....•...... - .30
. Frank in Stein • ..•.. 65 ·
Swis~
· Chocolate Milk . . • . . . . . .30
(Hot Dog Steamed In Beer)
) .
· Provolone
Hot Chocolate •....... - .25
Sauerkraut or Relish
~ ·. · ,
. . · Pepper
·HOMEMADE DESSERTS
"""'"""'"""'"""""""'"""'"""""""""""'1
Garn1shJng Jnd!Jded
Italian Chef Salad •.•.. 2.25) We: Will HeatAnv StJndwtch
'Cheese Cakec;c:·;-~;,·:;;-. ... _ . .65
:SC'lurcreirn cake~.;! ,';\. .so
Cheese Chef salad ..... 1.7.(
tEtFAtSO tATERYOUR
'NEXT PARTY . , ....
· Chocolate ChiI) Cooldes • , .4.0
BrownieS::• -···,•~·:~--,<·.·:~.r:-lli/:' .40
·. ~;:·.;3-'GFT. SUBS ·
Spumoni
"~~·; -~ -~~;:·~,--.< ~ .45
· -HOT & COLD DISHES
Fro Go Yogo Yogurt..... .40
c~&;;,£:?
Vegetarian Chee~ Hero ·~;75
Italian Ice .......•.• , . .25
&g.t~s~
CALL 255-3696

.

SIMILAR SAVINGS A\lAILABLE ON OTHER
STEINHARDT LE.9TARDS.
8 ~
THE COSTUME HOUSE
~.I u .,..
n
INC 3207 M att h.ew NE , ste.
<JW"'•'1'~' VI4'11o4""~.,
•
(505) 268-1206

ALLENWOOD, Pa. (UP!) - A prison board will determine
whether any action will be taken against Watergate Mastermind G.
Gordon Liddy and 57 other inmates accused of "intimidating'
prisoners to take part in a hunger strike at Allenwood Minimum
Security Prison, an official said Sunday_
The official said he did not know whether the incident would affect
Liddy's scheduled release on parole in September.
As a result of their participation in the strike which ended Saturday,
Liddy and the others already have been transferred to the nearby
·
maximum security Lewisburg Penitentiary.

.i

-COLD1.75
Choice of ZMeats ·

-HOT~

t:!llf.~~
Family Mourns for Groucho

FALL SPECIALSGathered Bodice Leotards, any color you desire.
Sleeveless - $15.00, Long Sleeve • $17.00 .
Made with a shimmering Lycra/ Antron/Nylon
Blend for those who
demand the finest,

bring this coupon to the COSTUME HOUSE for
100% ORLON KNIT
JAZZ SUITS • REG. $30.00 • NOW $24.95
JAZZ PANTS •. REG. $18_00 • NOW $14.95
TIGHTS
• REG. $ 4.50 • NOW $ 3_75

Liddyls Diet Unsuccessful

ACROSS FROM UNM

i

1
I

LOCATION: North Ballroom (SUB)
DATE: August 22 through August 26
· TIME: 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. -Friday 9 to 4:30
Sponsored .By; Peter Pinto, SKM

. . • prlollll at

~.00

•eh er lllf 3 tor *6.00

ON THE ALLEY
BETWEEN
STANFORD
AND
CORNELL
BLK OFF CENTRAL

CHALLENGE: Find us if you can!
REWARD: 50% OFF with this coupon
11:00 a.m. to 3:00p.m. August 22, 1977
Dining Room Service Only

Pizza-Sandwiches-Soup-Salads-Everything!
I
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Editor:
Each year the dorms are "improved" to make them more appealing to the residents. The
problem is that few of the im-

provements are actually improvements.
In Hokona for instance, the old
metal desks, desk chairs, and desk
lamps were replaced with pretty

I

,[

:I

Parking Study
States Obvious

I

:!
·I
'

i·

If you were one of the thousands of students who battled for parking
p.., spaces on campus today, you'll find comfort in knowing that a city report
released Friday merely proved there was a lack of psrking spaces near the
campus.
Of course, the study wasn't designed to prove that obvious fact.
Requested almost 18 months ago, the study reported that the city's COS!
fo~ processing tickets on campus is higher than the amount collected from
those tickets.
The study was originally requested by the University which paid 11
meter maids some $61,000 last year, yet UNM received nota single penny
of the fines collected. The city said it collected about $140,000 from approximately 60,000 tickets issued on campus during the time ofme&uvey.
from Sept. 1, 1976 to last July 28. During that time, the reportssys, the
city spent $1145,227 to collect and process those tickets.
WE CAN'T FAULT the city's mathematics, but we can't he';p but
question the logic. The city is making out like baOOits in this deal. Thev're
saving $61,000 by not having to hire add'rtional metermsidsto h!ii001e the
load of tickets. Good old UNM handles that department.
We also have to wonder about the pena.'ties atr-~ to the tickets.
While the city managed to collect on about 19,000 tk:'kets, there were still
some 24,000 outstanding. What we've got here is,¢eomioos.'y, a tiger
\vithout any teeth. To the Municipal Court's cred;-t, it issued 19,000 bench
warrants for the arrest of persons with several unpaid tickets.
But, by and large, students are ignoring the srrps of paper stuck between
their windshield wipers and the glass.
And who can blame them?
IF YOU TRIED parking on campus on campus this tnQ{I1ing, you
know that itsaems like there are three cars for every spot.
If you tried the north lot. you probably were late to class and a flttle out
of breath when you got there.
If you tried to park south of campus, you also realized that harassed
residents are now using oversized german shepherds to guard their parking
spots, and we can't blame them either.
What the study really shows is that there just aren't enough places to
park, that are really convenient. And it shows that students are willing to
take a chance on getting a ticket, if they can park without walking a mile to
get to class.
A campus parking study completed in February said there was a need
for 10,025 additional parking spaces by the early 1980s. The study consultants recommended a plan to continue the north parking lot philosophy,
but also recommended the construction of a one-deck faclnty at
$5,374,000 to handle the additional load.
WE GO ALONG WITH this proposal as long as the shuttle bus system
can be improved to run more frequently, and add increased runs to places
like Johnson Gym and southern portions of the main campus.
Revenues collected from the tickets could be used to help pay for the
facility, and if we can have a bond issue for a press box, we damn sure
better be able to have one for parking.
By the time the parking facility is completed, the University should be
able to charge higher prices for the better spots and a minimal fee for north
campus parking wouldn't impoverish anybody. These fees would help pay
for the facility.
THE TIME FOR action to alleviate this parking mess is long overdue. If
UNM takes a hold of this problem now, maybe we'll see some empty spots
fora change.
In the meantime, we hope University officials take a firm stance when
meeting \vith city officials to recover some of the revenue.

~11[ l
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Reporters Needed
If you have a hank.ering to uncover multi·million dollar sca~dals ·
and can smoke cigaretes like Dustin Hoffman, the LOBO needs you,
As always, the LOBO is seeking reporters, photographers and just
all-around newspaper types ro work on this year's publication.
Experience is not necessary, but can be helpful.
Pay for stories and photos is enough to keep some spending
money in your pocket, but the real thrill is in seeing your name in
print. You can work as much or as little as you like, and you won't be
chastised for spelling "a lot" as one word.
.
So if you worked on your high school paper (or didn't because
you couldn't stand the idiots who ran it) try us idiots for awhile. Best
of all, there's no professors breathing down your neck while you
write, only editors.
Corne by the LOBO at Marron Hall, room 138, or call2n-4202 and
ask fort he department you'd like to work for be it news, sports, arts,
or photo.

wooden desks that have no storage
space for pencijs, pens, etc., desk
chairs that aren't as comfortable as
the old ones and are unstable as
footstools; and desk lamps that
illuminate a small area with a
glaring light. The latest im·
provement has· been to block off
one of the closet doors, rendering
three and a half feet of a five-foot
closet inaccessible, and that,· of
course, makes the shoestand at the
far end of the closet useless.
Oh, don't try to pull the stand out
to use as a bookstand (bookstands
may be in by September) as it is
'bolted to the wall. Possibly worst of
all, our lounge chairs have
disappeared with no sign of return
or replacement. I just wish the
porm administration had to live
,.with their improvements or their
income was directly proportional to
the number of people in the dorms,
maybe then we would see some
real improvements.
R. Paul Nabholz

Intramural Welcome
- Editor:
The staff of the intramural program would like to take welcome
everyone ~o another ~~~ool year. We have been busy this summ.ertrying to
plan a vanety of acttvtttes, hopefully some of which you and your friends
. will choose to participate in.
.
Our n-78 Intramural poster/calendar is hot off the press and we invite
anyone to come by our office in room 230 of Johnson Gym and pick one
up. They will also·be in our Camping Equipment Room, 107 Johnson Gym
and at the Student Information booth In the SUB. If you have any
questions on our different activities or overall program please call us at
277-5151.
Good luck this coming year and I hope to see you and your friends
participating and enjoying our activities.
Terry Linton

'~~

OOONESBURY

§

•

While UNM's facuity is often the target of cynics who call this adobe
iungle a "third-rate" university, some recent appointments are proving
otherwise.
UNM architecture dean Morton Hoppenfeld has been asked by the
Alaska Capital Site Planning Commission to plan a city named Willow.
Hoppenfeld designed the city of Columbia, Md. several years ago.
Mari-luci Jaramillo, UNM professor of elementary education, has been
named by President Carter to be the U.S. ambasaadorto Honduras.
Wrth the selection of former Associate Provost Alex Mercure to a
postion in the Agriculture Department last January, the numbar ~f former
UNM officia.!s in positions of national honor to three.
Hoppenfeld and Jaramillo are to be congratulated on their
achievements, and those who constantly knock the facuity should take
another look.
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. Slumber Letter
Called Nigh.tmare
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Those of you who have been so unfortunate as to
have missed this summer's LOBO have not read the lively exchanga
between Carrero's restaurant owner Joe Carrero, and what seems
to be half of the University community, Our story began in late
June when Mr. Carrero said price·fi~fng on cheesecake was
mmpant among UNM·area restaurants; Since then, Joe has been
attacked as a chauvinist and for his co'nnection to tho Right-to·llfe
movement. Mr. Carrero has written several replies and his wife
even wrote one recently. Today, Mr. Carrero replies to a Iotter in
the LOBO's Aug .•5 issue.)
Editor:
In response to tho innane rambling of one Kenneth Kietzke of something
. called the slumber party, I would have hoped that he would have attempted preserving his own integrity by investigating further than the tip
of his nose before leveling accusations. His personal attack on me is
unjustified and his distortion of the facts and implications he presumes
bring forth a commentary that indicates a need by this individual to
slander.
The "gem" of an ad that wes referred to as offensive and politically
motivated was made up entirely by someone on the LOBO advertising staff
last year. I, or anyone associated with my restaurant, had absolutely no
input whatsover regarding that particular ad or many other of the "creative
ads" placed in the LOBO that address our business. I am sure the LOBO
staff, which has always done a credible job of advertising for us, had no
intention of offending anyone, but rather was attempting to add a little
spice to the usual "Come eat at Carrara's" type advertising we usually
present them. Obviously, Mr. Kietzke doesn't give credit where credit is
due because, quite clearly, he didn't think enough to investigate before
attempting to do harm to another person's integrity.
'
His exclusion of certain pertinent facts was also noteworthy. Granted,
waitresses achieve a lower salary standard than do other employees in
restaurants. But did Mr. Kietzke go one step further and ask why?
Interestingly enough, he did not. For if he had, he would have discovered
that waitresses receive "tips." Tips are something usually in the form of
money that customers give the person that serves them as an indication of
approval of service. Obviously, Mr. Kietzke doesn't know what a tip is, or
maybe he just doesn't believe In giving credit for service where credit is
due. Other restaurant employes are compensated wholly by their salaries
and some think it unfair that they do not share in the "tips" received by the
waitress. We have had waitresses at our restaurant who made on a regular
basis $20 in tips on weekday nights and $30 on weekends. Of course, this .
depends on service, personality, appearance and, ultimately, the
customers themselves.
Some restaurants pay a minimum wage to waitresses and share in the
tips along with other employes. Other restaurants compute what a
waitress makes In tips and then figures what salary she should be paid
based on that "tip average." That's why waitresses in this town make
anywhere from 50c to $2.30 per hour, depending upon the circumstances
of, employment. But whatever a waitress gels paid she is entitled to make
Wtth salary and tips combined at /east$2.30 per hour. Our waitresses make
between $,1 .50 and $1. '75 per hour depending on seniority and shift worked
and combtned with tips make substantially over the minimum established
by law. They oro not roqulrod to purchase and maintain uniforms, no
automatic deductions oro takon from their pay for food and their personal
concerns are always addrossod when scheduling is worked out.
During the summer months when the University is closed we knowwe
are going to lose money by staying open or maintaining our full·time
employes hours, but wo ieol wo have that responsibility so we do remain
open.
The implication that American employers are making a killing while their
employes are practically starving Is totally without foundation, especially in
the case of my business.
. Mr. Kietzke is right about one thing and that is 1do owe an awful lot to
the people who work at Carrara's and someday if 1am fortunate enough I
will be able to begin to repay them.
When I attended the University 1 had to work every chance I could to
support and put myself through school. I didn't have time to pick through
ads in t~e LOBO to find a reason to launch personal attacks upon people I
didn't ltke. Apparently Mr. Kietzke comes from a different financial circumstance that I did that allows him and his slumber party to awaken out
of a sound sleep and walk blindly into the night throwing accusations.
Apparently they have nothing batter to do
J
•
Joseph • carrara

'

Copper is Quicker

A Real Selection In· Hot Dogs
G

Bus Passes Now On Sale
This Semester • • •
• Avoid The Parking Crunch.
• Save Money, Time and Energy.
• ~rrive At Class In Style.

Today •••
Stop by Sun·Tran's Booth at
The UNM Bookstore and pick up a Bus Pass
To suit your needs.
University Passes For Fulltime UNM Students
$28.00 A Semester or $8.00 A Month

Commuter Passes For Faculty, ·staff & Part-Time Students
$11.00 A Month
Sun·Tran At UNM
August 22 lr 23, 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
UNM Bookstore
Coli 766·7830 For lnfonnation
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Voters Wanted

..il

Even students who are
spending their first week in
~ Albuquerque will be able to vote in
:., the next city election, Oct. 4.

B
'8

The City Clerk's office will
~ register anyone on the UNM
'R campus who is not already
"' registered when it mans tables in the
;::;: New Me;>~ico Union Building
~ Tuesday, Aug. 23 from 9 a.m. to
• 4:30p.m . .

<:0

Wr

>4

Since there is no residency
requirement to vote in city elections, students who have just
moved to Albuquerque can vote for
mayor, councillors and the bond
issue in the Oct. 4 election if they
register before 5 p.m. Tuesday.
Tom
Williams,
ASUNM
president, has proclaimed Tuesday
Voter Registration Day at UNM in
an executive order released Aug,
19.

COPIES 3 1/zc
Ovemight

KINKO'S ·

The proclamation reads in part,
"It is in the best interest of the
Associated
Student~,
the
University, and tfie country that as
many eligible people as possible
participate in the political process
which governs us all. The act of
registering to vote is the first step in
taking part in our political process
and it is very important to have as
many UNM students register to
vote as possible."
Citizens may continue to register
after the Aug, 23 deadline, however
they will not be eligible to vote in
the Oct. 4 election.
Depending on the number of
registrars made available to the
UNM voter registration rlrive, there
may be additional locations for
registration beside the Union.
Additional locations are likely to be
La Posada Dining Hall and' major
classroom buildings.
For additional information on
registration sites, students may
contact the ASUNM offices in the
Union.

No Minimum

2312 Cent. SE 268-8515

Pat vourself
on the map.
Become a navigator with the Force ROTC Is a great way to
United States Air Force. Air serve your country.
Force navigators are among Find out about the programs
the finest In the world. They today and chart a secure future
train In the ultra-modern T-43 for yourself. Your destination Is
jet trainer at Mather AFB, near an Air Force commission, your
Sacramento, California.
checkpoints are excellent
Two, three, and four-year Air salary, promotions, responForce ROTC scholarships are slblllty, and Air Force opporavallable to help you gel there tuhitles.
, . . by paying tuition, text- Find out today about one of the
books, lab fees, and $100 tax finest scholarships In the nafree dollars each month while lion. It's a great opportunity.
"
you're In college. Plus, Air
Contact: The Department of Aerospace Studies
1901 Las Lomas N.E. 277·4230

Public interest groups have the
potential to accelerate change in the
energy-consumption habits of
Americans, concludes Andrew S.
McFarland in a report published
today by the American Enterprise
Institute for Public Policy
Research.
"Americans must get together to
formulate policies to deal'
adequately with the energy shortages now facing us," McFarland
says in Public Interest Lobbies:

Decision
Making
on
Energy. "Public interest lobbies will
perform an important function in
that process."
McFarlan.d, a Ford Foundation

o1?rv _,_,n
HAY A Y SHALOM

Re~orded Message

Phone 296-8568

GOLDEN FRIED
CHICKEN

SPECIAL COUPON
OFFER!
2 PCS. GOLDEN FRIED CHICKEN
POTATO SALAD OR COLESLAW OR FRENCH
FRIES, BEVERAGE
REG. $1.29 VALUE
WITH THIS COUPON

REDEEM AT 1830 LOMAS. AT YALE
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"When I saw the victims' families on TV, I wanted
to kill them too. I felt bad that there we~e so many
wounded. I wanted them all dead .... my Job was to
kill."
Meredith ·said Sunday he thinks the tapes are.
authentic, but denied reports that he had offered to
buy them for sums of up to $600,000,
''We are not close to a deal. We have not offered
tapes to anyone. We have not set a money valuation
and, indeed, we have not even agreed to represent the
material," Meredith said. '
The tapes, said Meredith, were accompanied by a
haqdwriden statement signed by Berkowitz,
authorizing their use,
Meredith said a preliminary analysis by his attorney
indicated the material could legally be used. But said
he has 10 days to make a decision.
·
The $600,000 figure was one he mentioned more
than a month ago when asked by Newsday, the.Long
Island, N.Y., Newspaper, what a boo)<: personally
written by the ".44 caliber killer" might bring.
Meredith said if he did decide to hand over the
tapes, the name of the source would be revealed and at
least 40 per cent of the proceeds would go toward
families of the killer's victiins.
Berkowitz's original lawyer, Philip Peltz, reportedly
tried to sell to the press tapes of an interview he had
with Berkowitz, with the asking price said to be up to
$100,000. Peltz, who denied the report, subsequently
asked to be taken off the case and has turned his tapes
over to court officials.
•
Meredith said the new tapes did not come from
Peltz and one of Berko,witz's current lawyers said he
·
did not know who was involved.

Energy Change Possible

I

Air:Fm:ceROTC
GatewaytoaGreatWayofLife

NEW YORK (UPn-"Son of Sam" suspect David
Berkowitz, whose alleged taped thought from a bare
hospital room have been offered to a literary agent,
faces indictment on three more murder charges this
week,
Bronx dist. atty. Mario Merola presented evidence
to a grand jury last week, asking for murder indictments in the death of a teen-age girl and the double
·
murder of a Bronx couple.
The psychopathic killer "Son of Sam" struck for
the first time in the Bronx July 29, 1976, killing Donna
Lauria 18 asshesatwithagirlfriendinaparkedcar.
That attack was the first of eight which terrorized
the city, and especially its young lovers, for more than
a year.
.
The killer struck once more in the same Bronx
neighborhood last April, killing a parked couple with
bullets from his ,44-caliber "Bulldog" revolver.
The key pieces of evidence in the Bronx case are
apparently a .44-caliber gun which police say they
found stuffed under a seat in Berkowitz's car and the
.
testimoney of one survivor.
Berkowitz, who remains isolated under heayY guard
in his cell at Kings County Hospital, has already been
indicted for three murders in Brooklyn and Queens. ·
Literary agent Scott Meredith revealed this weekend
that someone connected with the case was trying to sell
him 10 hours of an interview purport!dly taped with
Berkowitz at the hospital.
Meredith said a person "close to" the case-whom
he would not name-gave him transcripts of a tape in
which the suspected ".44 caliber Killer" apologizes for
wounding some of his victims. The transcript said in
part:

Consumer Groups Work

f

I Study Watches IDavis Gives Goals ~

i'Son of Sam' Ta pes
Hit Literary Market

USE OUR CONVENIENT
DRIVE UP WINDOW
.AT 1830 LOMAS AT YALit
OTHER LOCATIONS:

fellow currently writing a book on solving ability, and the skillful
Common Cause, examines the leadership of people such as .J{alph
energy positions of seven public Nader and John Gardner.
interest groups - Common Cause,
In addition, McFarland believes
thr. Nader organizations, the that technical advances in comLeague of Women Voters, the munications, current economic
Sierra Club, Consumers Union, the prosperity and the initial success of
Consumer Federation of America's the public interest groups. have aW
Energy Policy Task Force and contributed to their rising inAmericans for Energy Indepen- fluence. "I consider such groups to
dence.
have the potential of enhanCing .
McFarland finds that most ofthe social change (government reform
groups oppose the development of and
environmentalism,
for
nuclear· power and will not support example)," McFarland says. "In
the deregulation of natural gas particular, public interest groups
prices ''because the constituencies have the potenti!ll of speeding up
of such groups adhere to the civic- the attitudinal changes which will
balance system of beliefs," adding be necessary if Americans are to
that "these beliefs imply that the conserve significant quantitites of
proper role of public interest energy."
·groups is to oppose powerful
A good portion of McFarland's
special interests, a category which study is devoted to the processes by
includes oil companies."
which the various groups deterIn the study , McFarland mine, develop and sell their energy_
examines how the interest groups policies.
choose which of many complex and
"Common Cause is a group
conflicting public interests to whose number one priority is issues
represent and analyzes their policies having to do with government
in terms of their organizatio.nal accountability," the author states.
characteristics,
supporting "With respect 'to energy, Common
coalitions and financial constraints. ·Cause has not been an active force
"Their mass support is derived in initiating new issues; except iii
largely from college-educated, the area of its specialization middle-class persons with skeptical government procedures- where its
attitudes about the present quality insistence on regulation of conflicts
of American government, a type of of interest and logging of exopinion which shows no signs of tragovernmental contacts and . its
i!IIinediate decline," McFarland developing concern for regulation
says.
of oil and coal leases constitute a
The author argues that several new public interest group
factors have increased the influence technique."
.
of public interest groups in recent
He adds that Common Cause
years. Among them he lists the played the role of ''Joyal opincrease in middle class par- . position"·
to
the
Ford
ticipation in politics,
the Administration energy policies with
corresponding increase in the greater competence than the
politics of issues as opposed to the Democratic Party, which ."was not
politics of patty or personality, the able to put forth· a coherent
disbelief in government's problem- statement on energy."
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BALTIMORE. (UPI)-Every
Monday morning and Wednesday
afternoon, a few well-educated,
well-off men check into a research
laboratory here to undergo 2 1/2
days· of testing intended to
determine why people grow old,
They are participants in a longrunning medical experiment which
keeps tabs on 650 men as they age.
Under way for nearly 20 years, it
will probably continue for decades.
It has cost millions and generated
a stream of research papers.
The "Baltimore Longitudinal
. Study of Aging" is the life's work
and pride of researcher Nathan W.
Shock. He" started it surreptitiously
in 1959 because he knew the
government's health conglomerate,
the National Institute of Health,
would not approve such a heayY,
continuing drain of resources.
"It wasn't the kind of science
NIH liked," Shock says. "In those
days, experiments designed to
prove a hypotheses were the Holy
Grail. Merely collecting facts was
not regarded as sophisticated
research."
Shock, born in Lafayette, Ind.,
on Christmas. 1906, the son of a
mathematics teacher, often is called
"the Father of Aging Research."
He has a doctorate in Phsyiology,
but found medical school boring
and dropped out.
With one laboratory assistant, he
founded the gerontology research
center here in 1941, when aging was
rarely studied. Now staffed by 150,
it is the largest institute of its kind
in the west.
When he retired in January as
scientific director of the National
Institute on Aging, he was named
NIH's 11th scientist emeritus,
enabling him to continue working
in an office where African violets
grow under lights and cans of Sir
Walter· Raleigh Tobacco rim his
desk.
He is a constant pipe smoker. He
took up the pipe when cigaretes
reached 15 cents a pack. He says he
lacks the will to quit - but he also
cites one never-published result of a
"longitudinal
study"
in
Framingham, Mass., suggesting
pipesmokers tend to outlive
nonsmokers.
At a retirement banquet, a
colleague said Shock had published
research every year since 1934 more than 300 articles. His slowest
period was between 60 and 65, he
noted, when he wrote only 23
articles.
"Since then, he has shown
" the colleague said,

I

marveling at the organizational
ability it took to keep longitudinal
volunteers returning and the staff
· on the job in such a tedious task.
The 650 volunteers, aged 20 to
96, undergo medical, biochemical,
physiological and psychological
tests every other year until70, when
they are examined annually.
Some pay their expenses to return
from retirement in California,
Arizona or Florida. Over the years,
I ,000 men have participated. There
is a long waiting list.
The. study started at Baltimore
City Hospital in a nursing home for
poor men. Since it was a men's
ward, women were necessarily
excluded, but the center hopes
women soon can be brought in.

Scholar
To Give
Lecture
The director of the University of
Pittsdurgh's Center for Latin
American Studies will deliver a
public lecture on Cuba's economy
tonight at 7:30 p.m. at UNM
Ortega Hall Room 335.
Dr. Carmelo Mesa-Largo, an
expert in Latin America'n
economics, will discuss "The
Economy of Cuba, Past, Present,
and Future." The young Cuban
scholar, author of "Cuba in the
1970s," will spend a total of three
days at UNM under the sponsorship of the UNM Latin
American Center.
Marshall Nason, director of the
UNM cventer, said Mesa-Largo will
make a somewhat more specialized
presentation entitled "alternative
Models for Economic Development
in Latin America" for faculty and
graduate students Tuesday, August
23, at 9:30 a.m. in Room 335 of
·.Ortega Hall.
Nason said his office will make
special arrangements for persons
who would like t!> meet with MesaLargo during his visit. Tongiht's
lecture is free.
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statements about the faculty at
UNM, and said professors who
take advantage of their jobs should
be weeded out, "A few of these
people (the faculty) shouldn't even
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Competition for admission to medical
school is greater than ever before. And that competition is nowhere more evident than on the
new, more analytical, MCAT.
Successful pre-med students realize that the
new MCAT is the most important and demanding test they have ever taken, and they will
prepare accordingly.
Utilizing the services of outstanding UNM
faculty and other local professionals, Professional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. has
developed a new course which can help you
achieve success on the new MCAT. Now that the
content of the new MCAT has been completely
revamped in such a way as to guide the student
through all of the skills neceSsary for success in
each of the disciplines covered by the new
MCAT. Also, a Practice MCAT will be administered in the same room and under similar
time limits as the actual MCAT.
PENM guarantees that those who attend
each night of PENM's MCAT Review Course
will be satisfied with their score on the MCAT,
or they may retake the course at no charge except reproduction of materials.
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NEW MEXICO'S

6:00p.m. -10:00 p.m. UNM
College of Education Room 101

Albuq~t'q~e. Ne.., Muieo

tJ

2107 Church St • .N.'W: (i11. OLi cr'own) .242-5500

September 19-22, 1977 and
September 26:28, 1977
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IJrvtninE;class~ oflir~-'Bulk 1)iscounts

The Test: October 1, 1977
The Review Course:

I'ROFtss!oN •..t... tDVCATORS OF

The meeting began with an
address from Dr.Tim Blacks who
tal)<:ed about conflict and its
resolution,
"Conflict
is
inevitable," he said.
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PENM'S LSAT REVIEW COURSE
ISNOTAFFJLIATEOWITH
OR ENDORSED DY
THEUNMSCHOOLOFLAW,

The Test: October 8, 1977
The Review Course: Oct. 3-6, 1977
6:00p.m. -!O:OOp.m.
UNM School of Law,
Rooml02
Students who are serious about their legal
careers begin their preparation even before they'
take the Law School Admission Test. Professional Educators of New Mexico, Inc., has
helped many ~tudents achieve higher LSAT
scores by taking PENM's LSAT Review Course.
The course consists of four consecutive- nights of
preparatory instruction taught by attorneyS",
UNM professors, and other experienced instructors, The course utilizes an approach technique
which familiarizes the student with the format
of the LSAT and the analytical technique and
methods which lead to better test scores.
PENM's updated course materials and
limited enrollment policy assure maximum student involvement and an insight into the latest
LSAT developments.
.PENM guarantees that you will be satisfied
with your score on the LSAT, or you may retake the course at no charge.
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ministrators commented on conflicts and resolutions between the
. students and the administration at a
special worksh,op held Saturday.
The senators heard from UNM
President· William "Bud" Davis,
who t.old them he wanted to create
50 new faculty positions and keep
the present number of graduate
assistants.
Davis explained the structure of
UNM to the gathering and said all
groups at UNM should move
· toward commonly acceptable goals.
The president also said he'd like
to see Bernalillo County Medical
Center become more of a teaching
center.
Davis also reminded the group
that the problems of parking on
campus would "take patience and
time.''
Davis concluded h'is remarks by
saying, ''I'd like to see a real sense
of pride in UNM. I wish we were
number one in the minds and hearts
of all the people who go here.''
ASUNM
President
Tom
Williams said. the student government needs to do a better job of
public relations and should start
representing the students."
"ASUNM's biggest problem is
worrying about the 300 and some
odd thousand dollars we have, and
nothing else,'' Wiliams said ..
New Provost MacAllister Hull
entertained the group with a
number of lively anecdotes, but
turning
serious,
he
said,
"Universities are traditionally very
conservative, and they should be."
Hull warned that UNM must be
ready "to respond to the future."
Presidential aide Tony Hillerman
told the group there was a failure in
communication between student
government and some other
groups. "Before acting on a
rumor," Hillerman said, "contact

(The c;:ourse consists o£ seven four-hour ses.sfons)

Makers of Hanel Made

BOOTS

5431 Central NW
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Enrollment for all PENM fall Review Courses is
rapidly filling up. Call now to reserve your
position in the course of your choice.
__:..·_.::.;.;;..:.:.:.:.:.:..:.;,;,.,;;,;,;,:,:.:.;,;,;___;:_~----~·.. ""'_

____.
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WELCOME BACK TO SCHOOL ..
•

HOLMAN'S, INC.
-

HE~WLETJ'.lf; PACKARD

. BY ROBERT SPIEGEL .
What a fine evening. I doubt if
anyone was disappointed by the
Albuquerque Civic Light Opera's
opening performance of "Cabaret"
last Friday night at Popejoy Hall.
The singing and sound were
excellent and the rotating sets were
lavish. Director- Robin Hubert
easily caught the decadence of the
Kit Kat Klub in pre-war Germany
when Nazism was on the rise. The
acting was solid and the dancing
was delightful.
·
The construction of the story
differed from the hit movie starring
Liza Minnelli and Joel Grey, but
the basic structure remained the

Scientifie & Engineering
HP-25C With Continuous Memory
HP-27 Statistics Plus .
$195 00 *

HP-29C- Programmable Plus
98. Program Steps

~ NEW

HP-25 *12500 *
PROGRAMMABLE
72 Built in functions
and operations.
Up to 49 fully merged
. programmable steps and
8 addressable memories.

30 Addressableee MVMORIES
WITH Continuous Memory

HP-22
HP-67

Financial

sa-F~;, love affairs, an American

HP-21*8000

Fully Programmable

writer with an English cabaret
singer, and a German landlady with
a Jewish market owner, are set
against the atmosphere of llerlin in
1929-30.

It is a devastating picture of an
inflation and depression-shocked
Germany· eagerly greeting th~ Nazi
dream of order. In this setting both
love affairs are doomed. Even so,
the musical is fun.
ln this production the role of

English singer, Sally Bowles, is not
as large as the role Liza Minnelli
played in the movie, but the story's
balnnce is stronger for it. Kathy
Bell (RoseLady in Oliver and
- Dorothy in Wizard of Oz] is both
strong and believable as Sally, and
Frank Archibeque is very good as
her American lover, Clifford
Bradshaw.
Director Robin Hubert puts in a
fine performance as landlady
Fraulein Schneider, and Ross Sutter
as Herr Schultz, her Jewish lover, is
nothing less than beautiful,
Perhaps the most dynamic role is
the Master of Ceremonies of the Kit
Kat Klub. He is the key character
who continually comments with
(cont. to PQ.9• 11)
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Th~ Storag~ Plac~

SCIENTIFIC
WE CARRY A FULL LINE
OF HEWLETT PACKARD
ACCESSORIES

The Hp 21 is the lowest
priced scientific pocket
calculato.-.HP has to
offer, yet it contains
features you'd expect
to find in a scientific
pocket calculator

Need Extra Storage Space?
5' by 5' by 9' locker • $8.85/mo.
5' by 10' by 9' locker • $14.50/mo.
Ten Minutes
w.
From UNM
4200 Bogan N.E.,

l

l

.881-4141

HEWLETT PACKARD AND TEXAS INSTRUMENT
CALCULATORS
ALSO AVAILABLE AT THE UNM BOOKSTORE
CALCULATOR SHOW AUGUST 29 AT THE UNM
BOOKSTORE
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TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

2 1 : 8 2 8 : 8 2 B

Student Discount Available

The History Of The Beatles
On Video Tape

INCORPORATED
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T1-1050 Econ. w/Mem.
Tl-1750 Thin Line
T1-30 Student Kit
SR-40 Scientific
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August22·29
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In Mesa Lounge, Located In The
N.E. Corner Of The El Pronto
Restaurant In The Lower Level
Of the Student Union Building

GRAO

~~~~~

Texas Instruments

advanced professional calculator

Texas Instruments

SR-51-][
A powerful preprogrammed
calculator with statistical
functions, and 3 memories

Store Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 8:00-5:30
Sat. 8:30-4:30
• Plus Sales Tax

.

All the years of
Beatlemania • From the
First U.S. Concert
To the last.

NEW
TI-57 Programmable $7995*
•

Headquarters,
for Texas Instrument
Accessories

(next to the Green Room)

Progrommab~58
The advanced programmable
calculator w /plug in
"Solid-State software modules"
· up to 480 programmable steps
or 60 memories

*

Watch For These
Future Vi·deo Tape
Presentations:

. Champ ~lghts 1947-74 ....................... Aug. 29- Sept.4
Day Thrills & Laughter , ...................... Sept. 5- Sept. 11
Fleetwood Mac ....................... , ... Sept.12- Sept. i8
Ten Feet In The Air .... , ................... Sept.19- Sept. 25
Rolling Stones .............................. Sept.26- Oct. 2
Richard Pryor .............. , ......... , ...... Oct. 3 - Oct. 9
Stevie Wonder ......................... , .. , Oct.10 -Oct. 16
Popeye· ....... : ................ : .......... Oct. 17- Oct. 23
Future Shock ..............•........ , ... : . Oct. 24 - Oct 30
Night Of The Living Dead - - Oct 31 - · Nov. 6
Bette Mldler ................ , .... , .•..... , Nov. 14 - Nov. 20
National Lampoon •....................... : Nov. 28 - Dec. 4

•
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Ptesley's moody ·slue
"Moody Blue" /Elvis Presley/RCA
AFLl-2428

Elvis Presley

By GEORGE GESNER
Elvis Presley's last album of his
lifetime, sadly, is appropriately
titled Moody Blue.
The legendary rock 'n' roller
performs, on record, a variety of
rock 'n' roll, country rockers and
ballads, live l\lld in studio.
Presley kicks off the album with
three numbers recorded live on
tour. Two of· those numbers are
golden oldies that prove to be quite
inspirational.
Elvis leans toward his country
tendencies with a couple .of tunes
made famous by Olivia NewtonJohn, "If You Love Me'' and "Let
Me Be There", whick lack the
spark in the Presley translation.

All of side two plus "He'll Have
To Go" was recorded at Elvis'
Elysian Fields, Graceland, a place
that has been struck by tragedy and
afflicted with grief in the last week.
Side two includes Elvis' two
singles "Moody Blue" and current
chart buster "Way Down".
·
In his last years, Presley found
his strength in the ballads where his
strong voice (even on the verge of
being called·operatic) was put tojts
best use. As with his last few
albums, this album isn't a
masterpiece, but should get extra
sales' as a memorabilia of the late
great.
The best cuts on this album
pressed on blue vinyl include
"Unchained Melody," "Little
Dar lin'," "Moody Blue" and
"He'll Have To Go." C plus ..

In Ttlbute

Opinion b,y
Geotge Ges.net

Cnbatet: A Delight

The entertainment world and the whole world, .in genera~, has suffered
the toss of two great entertainers. in the last week - Elvts Presley and
Groucho Marx,
d · h'
Elvis Presley the "king. of rock 'n' roll," became a leg en m ts own
time by shakin~ up the world of music in the middle '50's. Considered by
some to be the devil and others the saviour, Presley turned controversy to
positive force that was felt by all in a span of three decades.
Presley was a trend setter, indeed, taking the _rhythms oft~e '40:s• Black
music and combining it with the new rockabtlly form whtch Bt~ Haley
clocked a world.record with. Elvis enjoyed monumental success with such .
hl'ts as "Heartbreak Hotel " "Love Me Tender," "All Shook Up,"
'
·
"B urmng
' L eve "
"Hound Dog" and "Jailhouse
Rock" not to mentton
.
and "In the Ghetto" oflater fame.
Groucho Marx the funniest and sharpest man in comedy and deservmg
of the title "Kin~ of Comedy," ~ied at ~6, h~ving !ive~ a Ion~ li~e b
today's standards. His cheerful Wit and bghtmng-qutck ImprovisatiOnal
humor will remain as a pleasant memory.
.
It's said that we pay tribute to those after th~y }lave passed a~ong, but It
is then that they are truly missed. Kings may die, but legends hve on. Th
legends of Presley and Marx sjlall prosper.

(cont. fro!'ll po.gl' 9)

words, looks and songs on the
social situation, poking flln at both
the cabaret decadence and the
Na-zis, The role is an enlarged and
developed Shakesp'eare fool. Joe
Paone is remarkable in this spooky
role, This is a beautiful production
of the powerful musical. See it!

lose heart. The show runs on A11g.
26, 27, 28 and Sept. 2 and 3. There
wil( be a matinee on Aug. 28.
Tickets are $6, $4,50 and $3.00 with
student fare at half-price. For
information cafl Albuquerque Civic
Light Opera Association at 344·
2317or .[>opejoyHal/277-3121.

Auditions
The highly acclaimed UNM
Jazz Band is ready for another hot
year. In order to keep up with their
quota of fine musicians, it will hold
auditions this week.
There will be a general meeting
on Tuesday at 12:30 p.m. in Rm.
Bl20 of the Fine Arts Center.
Auditions
for trumpet and
A h~tem In Betlln?
LOSO photo by ma'll Sloo.n
~axophone will follow that meeting.
Trombone auditions begin at 8:30
p.m. Tuesdayin.Rrn. 2123. Rhythm
section auditions will be held
Miller Orchestra and the lakes, living with the wilderness in Wednesdays from 6 to 8 p.m. in
Rm. B120. If you can't make thse
progressive experimentation of your back yard for a weekend.
times call J. Piper at 277-5217.
Matrix IX were not going to be a
Your jazz and nature dreams can
part of Telluride's first Jazz come true in Telluride, Colo. for
Festival:
the three-day jazz festival this
Imagine being surrounded by 13 Friday, Saturday and .Sunday.
and 14,000-foot mountain peaks
Jazz festival tickets are $25 for
with the sounds of water falls, adults for the three days or $10 a
streams, and fish rising in nearby day. Students are half-price.
Children five and under will be
Activities begin at]

J.

COPIES
Overnight
31/2cea·
4csameday
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Mexico's most famo111 name Is Jlmertc:a's most

•

WANTICCI
Activities Fair'
10•00- 3:00p.m·
Fri Aug. 26 - ;
l "
·
The Mah
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"History o
·00-12:00p.In·
10. Videotapes in SUBUNM Open House, SUB. 242
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· Entertatn
'
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ActlVl
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Chapel
28-10:00 a.m. C~nte~~~~b a.m. Eucharist
Sun. Aug.
follow1ng · N E
Open House·, 5 University · ·
(Episcopal), 42 ' Ba tist Student Center
Thur., Sept.l-7 :00 p4~· unfversity N.E. .tl k
Center Po uc ,
Open House,
Newman
t4-5:30p.In·
sun. Se)S15 Las Lomas N.E. Career Services
t 8 3:00- 5:00P·I?· 2131
Thur., sgri~ntation, Mesa V'!Sta Women's Studies
0 5·00p.m.
1l 2 d
Sept. H- 3: 0 - ·
Marron Ha~ ' n
d
We .,
. . Open House,
Asso 01atlon
floor east
Chicano Studies
.
12•00 noon- on, .
Fri. Sept. 16- ·. 1815 Roma NE
_ ,
Open House,
. 2·00p.m· Womens
· 2 - 12: 00 - · ·
· NE
·
Thurs. Sept. 2 H use 1824 Las Lom~sUnion's Advisor lS
Open Hlllel-fewis4 Student sted students may
. Note: The .
Workman. Inter~77-4524, tl;le AnProfessor ~eterat 277-5211 or
'
contact hlm
. ent
db Office of the
. thropology departm . Coordinate Dian of Students
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$10.00
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mens
shop
2120 Central S.E. • 243-6954
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A roomy pack by

Wilderness
Experience
Perfect for bo~:~ks . . .
8 oz. waterproof nylon . , .
rust, blue, green, or red!
reg. $9.soNow

$6.98

Central

Ave. S.E.
268-4876

•

POPEJOY HALL

~

TICKETS ON SALE NOW I
$6,00 S4.50 $3,00

TICKETS ON SALE AT
ALL TICKET MASTER COMPUTERIZED BOX-OFFICES
POPEJOY HALL• UNM STUDENT UNION
RECORD WORLD•THE GENERAL STORE
L.P. GOODBUY• OIL LARDS •THE PEOPLES CHOICE
FOR INFORMATION CALL ACLOA 344·2317 OR POPEJOY HALL 277·3121

-

All ·chartered
Organizations

·Pancho Villa tequila

Tan, Navy,
Black, Brown,
Rust
Only

KINKO'S
2312 Cent. SE 268-8515

.' J

"Movm
. 0 n"
Brushed
Corduroy

No Minimum

'<

Day Pack Special

Positions Open for Workshop ~~:~:~;ree.

,
Write or call The Telluride Jazz
Western States Arts Foundation is now receiving applications from . Festival at Box 336 Telluride
writers, ·poets .and playwrights for its 1977-78 Writer's Community Colo. 81435-(303) 728:4204. Mor~
Workshop~ Pro)ect.
details to come this week.
The Workshops, to take place between Oct. 1, 1977 and Sept. 30, 1978,
involve writers and poets in 1V. day residencies, primarily in small communities. Each writer will tour for .about three weeks total. For in·
formation and an application, contact Writer's Community Workshops
Project, Western St~tes Arts Foundation, 1517 Market Street, Denver, CO
.80202, 303/571·156!'. Application deadline is Aug. 1, 1977. Interested
community sponsors can also contact the Foundation for information
about participating in the Workshops Project.

t:i

It

$5

Jcuz To Be Ro_cky mountain High
Will hot jazz get ·you high at
8, 745 feet? It's not a very tough
question to answer.
Erase from your minds the names
of Crusaders, Muddy Waters and
Dizzy Gillespie Quintet for a
moment. Pretend that Gary
Burton's mellow vibes, the
nostalgic sounds of the Glenn

~

s:::
Editor's note: lf you mlsse~ ~Cabaret this past weekend, don t g

There Will Be An Activities Fair
On The Mall, Friday August 26
From 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Each Organization will Be Allowed
A Table and Two Chairs
For Their Display
Those Who Are Interested
May Sign Up In The
Student Activities Office
·On The Main Floor Of The SUB
Deadline For Chartering
An Organization Will Be
5:.00 p.m, August 24, 1977
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students acting as discussion leaders
. under faculty direction.

These 3-hour seminars are open to all freshmen. Each section is limited to ten students.
They will fulfill part of the course requirements
for students who later enroll in the General

M
Honors Program.
• • courses. ·

They are NOT English
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1
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By JON TUTTLE
LOBO Sports Writer
She faked left, pivoted right, lept
gracefully skyward and with a
delicate flick of the wrist, swished
the large orange ball through the
little red hotoR decorated with the
macrame ne .
"It's the boys game." said Kathy
Marpe, entering her fifth year as
coach of UNM women's baske~-.
ball. Indeed, long lost memories of.
Petie Gibson or Mark Saiers may
flash into mind as one watches the
women fly down the court, dribbling, passing, and shooting with
confident expertise.
They're participating in the
UNM women's basketball clinic,
this the first year. Each week day
morning at 8:00 eleven of them,
ranging from 1976 starters to high
schoolers, meet on the floor of
Carlisle Gym for eight tiring hours
of drills and skills.
·
"They get better and better every
year." said Marpe with a hint of
enthusiasm in her voice, attributing
it to the rising popularity of the

sport. •'We averaged 300 people (in Kelly Sparr and Nancy Chavez also
the stands) last year, the year return. Entering freshman players
beforre about 200, so ... " She include Corrine Mickelson, Lisa
smiled hopefully. "the papers are Wedekind, Mary Caruso, Karen
calling me now, instead of me Jeffries and Va! Vigil.
Assisting Coach Marpe will be
calling the papers."
While some teams boast of first year coach Rick Harden, who
quiekness or height, the 1977 Lobos seemed equally enthusiastic and
will feature, according to the hoped " ... to make the program
spirited Marpe; ". . . speed and better, contribute something."
The program, according to
shortness!" The things to watcli
for, she added, will be " ... our ,Marpe, is getting better. "We now
have more money to get a better
fast break and pressure defense.''
"It's a 'team' team." said schedule, · so more players come
Marpe, expressing the opinion that here from different parts of the
the team will not depend on the country." The Lobos 22-game
ability of one or two "stars", but schedule will take them through six
instead, the talent of each player states during th~ regular season,
working the others, utilizhig depth. which starts Nov. 25 in Boulder
Losing only two starters to last against the University of Colorado.
years graduation, the team appears They'll attempt to improve on their
to be in good shape with five tough 18-6 record of last year,
starters returning. They are Patty where they finished fourth in the
Howell, a senior, Carol Moreland, 14-team Intermountain League.
a junior, and sophomores Cindy
Until then, however, they'll be
Fischer, Jean Rostermundt, and there, on the floor of Carlisle Gym,
Susie Schuster. As well as the under the watchful eyes of coaches
starters, senior Debbie Kates, Marpe and Harden, · dribbling,
Sharon Striker, a junior, and sophs passing and shooting.

Coach Cappelli Sets Team Try- outs
By CAROL PAVLETICH
LOBO Sports Writer
The first'
baseball meeting for all returning
letterman, squad members and
prospective walk-ons will be held
Wednesday, Aug. 24 at 4 p.m. at
the UNM Athletic Complex in
room 142-144.
The meeting is mandatory for all
men interested in playing baseball
for the Lobos, and no athlete will
be allowed to have a physical unless

he attends this meeting. Physicals shortstop Mike Foote made the
for the team will be given Monday, varsity team as walk-ons in 1976
Aug. 29, and practice will begin a and Mike Corrigan, Tim Simmons,
few days later.
Dave Martinez and Richard FitLobo Head Coach Vince Capelli zpatrick also made the squad as a
said the walk-on program will • result of Capelli's year-old
consist of "basic throwing and program. Cappelli is a firm believer
running and a game will be played in the walk-on. program, and says it
during the that time." Cappelli had is a success, "eyen if you only get
56 men try out for positions with one guy."
the UNM team through the walk-on
Cappelli said that only freshman
program last year.
and sophomores will be allowed to
Pitcher Danny Muth and try out for the walk-on program.

Camp·us
Crusade

Mazzone Named To
Italian-American Team

jorCh~st

New Mexico quarterback Noel by the American Italian Press.
Mazzone, a junior, was ninth in
Mazzone has been named to the
first team of the American Italian the nation in total offense as a
Press Italian-American · All- sophomore in 1976. He totalled
Gen. St. 211001 T ues., 7 : 00 -8 : 50 p.m. Hum.l44
~
' :
2044 yards, the· most ever by a
American team.
~Gen.St.211003 T,Th,4':30-5:45p.m. Hum.l48
:.•U•.:
The team is selected annually sophomore at New Mexico and the
~us
:;1 ~ Gen. St. 211004 Tues., 12:30-2:20 p.m. Hum. 144
Ell~
from among Italian-American second best sophomore total in
~~
~~
at
7:00p.m.
athletes from all colleges .in the Western Athletic Conference
.EJc3
~~
United
States. The team is selected history. He hit 89 of 188 passes (47
~~
102 Mech. Eng.
through the American Italian Press per cent) for 1427 yards and eight
~~~~
~~~~
orne to the Honors Center for authorization, E113 For more information by Judge Gerald L. Sbarboro, . touchdowns. He carried the ball
~~~~ descriptions and schedule.
~~~
Circuit Court Judge of Cook 188 times for a net of 617 yards
call: 266-2343
County, Illinois. The 1977 rushing. He was the second most
Ft,:~,.~~
·n;e:n.:e:..:£!"!!!!••····~···..···•~:t.:••:!:••···n···•••••ft••·n···n···n···•~··n···n···•~:!]£~
·~· •.tt. ott~&!9!:8=:;:3
---==-=-;;:-!!!lt.~~o
~··•
.•u ........................~t.•.tt?.u7.n?..t?.tt7.tt.•.••·•·"'7.'t·•·•"7.
....... ,~..,~·~
preseason team is the eight chosen prolific running quarterback in the
country in '76.
The Raton, N.M. native stands 62 and weighs 209 pounds. A strong
runner, his added experience and
SPECIAL OFFER
maturity are what caused the
American Italian Press to pick him
to their first team. Among better
known names also on the 1977
preseason All American team end Jim Cefalo of Penn State,
running back Joe Gattuso of Navy,
defensive and Dan Tedesco of
Michigan and defensive back Joe
Allegro of Ohio State.
Mazzone and New Mexico open
their season Sept. 10 against Hawaii
in HonolUlu.
ID
NO CHECKS, PLEASE
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~:~

Kickoff Meeting:

Thursday 8-25
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Joseph's Has Moved

1

2

FACULTY

EACH
CASH

With the National Football
League season just around the
corner, Lobo football fans may
wonder which ex-UNM gridders are
in the pro ranks. The following is a
list of which have made it and
which have not.
Robin Cole, defensive standout
from Coach Bill Mondt's 1977 team
wa,s drafted in the first round by
American Football Conference
powerhouse Pittsburgh Steelers .
Cole started at middle linebacker
for, the Steelers in their first two
preseasqn games because veteran
Jack Lambert is holding out on his
contract. Cole made six unassisted
tackles in the Steeler's first contest
with the Buffalo Bills. Cole had five
unassisted tackles in his second
game. Cole appears to be an almost
certain starter either at outside
linebacker, replacing retired AllPro Andy Russell, or at middle
linebacker- if Lambert should not
return.
Randy Rich was graded the
highest among defensive backs of
the Detroit Lions after their first
preseason game. Rich made six
unassisted tackles in that contest.
Rich ran his fastest 40-yard dash
(4.6) and was also considered the
strongest defensive back on the
Lion's squad.
Ken Brown started at center for
the I;lenver Broncos in their second
preseason game. Brown appears to
have earned a spot as a backup
center or guard, both positions he
played at UNM.

Andy Frederick is reported to be
playing as a backup offensive guard
for the Dallas Cowboys. Frederick
saw considerable action in the
Cowboy's first two preseason
games. Frederick has apprently
made the switch from defensive
tackle to offensive
well.

Robin Cole:
Top Steeler Draft Pick

From 2222 Central SE to

Former Lobo placekicker Bob
Berg was cut from the Washington
Redskins on Aug. 5,

Four UNM football players are
receiving preseason All-America
recognition
from
sports
publications from around the
country.
The Football News this week
released their All-American
Preview. Lobo split end Preston
Dennard and safety Max Hudspeth
were among those named of AllAmerica caliber by that newspaper.
Hudspeth made FN's second team
sophomore All-America team a
year ago. He was seventh in the
nation in pass interceptions in 1976.
Dennard was also selected by
Playboy magazine's Anson Mount
as one. of five top collegiate
receivers in the country. Hudspeth
was recognized by Playboy as "a
future superstar". Anually,
Mount's Playboy picks rank as the

most accurate in the nation.
Dennard and fullback Mike
Williams were named to the AllRockies team picked by Athlon
Publications in their Western
Football Magazine.
The same pair, both All-Western
Athletic Conference a year ago,
were picked byStreet and Smith's
Football
Magazineto
that
publication's list of All America
candidates. And Dennard was
picked byGame Plan Magazineto
its honorable mention list of All
America nominees.
Quarterback Noel Mazzone was
picked by the American Italian
Press to its frrst team All-America
team at quarterback.
Dennard is a senior from Tempe,
Arizona. Mazzone, Williams and
Hudspeth are all juniors.

Edgar Bell was cut from the
British Columbia Lions of the
Canadian Football League on July
I. The Lions were over their import
limit. Canada has a limit on
Americans allowed in the CFL.

Special Until Sept. 1st

Indian Prints
72" X 108" , . , ............. $2.98
90" X 108" .. , .. , ...• , ...... $3.98

Steve Myer of the Seattle
Seahawks was the star of the first
preseason game. Myer led the
Seahawks from behind. Myer made
two critical runs, one a 29-yard run
on third and 15 to keep a drive
alive. He also hit eight of 14 passes
for 167 yards in that game. Myer
had a letdown' in his second game,
bitting one of seven passes but led
the Seahawks to its only touchdown. He is still listed as backup to
All-Rookie quarterback Jim Zorn.
Other former Lobos from later
Lobo squads are' Paul Smith with
the Denver Broncos, who may
retire due to knee problems. Smith
is a two time All-Pro.
Sam Scarber is listed as backup
fullback to Ricky Young on the San
Diego Chargers

25% Discount on Pottery, Jewelry & Clothing

p.m.
Women's coach Larry
Lindsay and his female
fu~z!Jallers compete in the
American
Intercollegiate
Association for Women. The
women's tennis team has
various tuneup meets in the fall
and actual competition gets
under way in the spring.

.

• A variety of entrees at each meal
• Choice of salads, beverages, desserts '
• Unli~ited seconds on everything but the
weekly-steak dinner
• Sunday mid-morning brunch
• Resident's Food Committee consults on
variety and quality

Th e .
c o IIege Inn

Come on over and taste for yourseljorrl$ksomeonewholivesthere.

!:

NILE YOU

Wilderness
Experience
Perfect for books . . ,
8 oz. wateiproof nylon ...
rust, blue, green, or red!

• prompt, courteous service • convenient off street parking • collating and
stapling, drilling and binding ladditional chargas) • open seven (7) days a week to
give you more service • offset printing, typesetting, artists, creative design.

reg. $9.5oNOW

$6.98

)

"

UNM
Continuing
Education
Community College
Falll977
Non-Credit Course Schedule
Adobe JJesign and Conrtruclion
J\ltemati\1~ fot Women

A.n:hery Fundamentals
Assertive Trarning

A.!i:rology
.Automobile Maintenance
Backpacking
Dallroorn Dancilig
Ba~ Handtool Carpentry
Block Printing
-lh:xlyMovcmm·t
BowhunHng t'echniques

$150

nrcadmaldngToday

Drldge
Buying a U~ Car

Calligr111phic J)e,~gn
Carect/Li.fe Pl111nning

COMPLETE WITH BASE AND DUSTCOVER

C;artooillng

FROM HITACHI, THE ELECTRONIC GIANT

Day Pack Special
A roomy pack by

•

DATACO\S' concept for the operation of a copying and printing business
is SER VICE....... NOW. ...... WHEN YOU NEED IT! And enough equipment,
ability, and trained personnel to handle all your copying and printing needs.

243·2841

1712 LOMAS NE (Corner of University)

AND

EllS
2320
Central
Ave. S.E.
268·4876

NEARUNM

Cardmfng Without Work (Almost)
Geology of New Meltico
Gennan I
Coli, Beginning
Government Contract

Adminirlratlon
Crantsmanshlp

Gredel
Heart Attack!
.Hiking theSandta Motmtain~
S. W. (IS4<J-1821)
HomeMaintenanct Barld:
Horsemanship
Hor~ Racing ln New Mexlto
Indoor PJant.!i
Interior Design in the Home
Inward Bound I Outdoor
Expcriencc5 with
Inner Dimensions

The Challenge ol Change

Inwnrd Joumey1 Medita-

Clay Sculpture
Color Aw.arencn
Community Theatre
Conrurnerlr.m
Cosmetics and Skln Care

• auto·retum
• stroboscopic
speed adjustment
• unltorque
motor
• antl·acoustlc
f,.ed back design

F~and Drawing

Frendtl

Cerainlcs, Beginning
Certified Pro Secretary
Review I

tion!Mystical Lit.
lsr~tdJ From Bible to Battlcfi~ld

ItaliAn Cooking
Italic Handwriting for
Adu..lt/Chl.ld Team
Crcatlve"nfancy
Jewelry Making
Designing l!:rnhroMered Surfaces
Law forlhe Layman
Drawing ror Penonal Mewing
Macrame
for the Beginner
Dream!J\.fanagemmt by Objccti~
Edible Plants!Rodty
Mathematics for Anyone
Motmtain Region

Employee Motivation

~l"'lnCin~tco~~in~
· ond mc1lin~

JUST EAST OF
CENTRAL & GIRARD

3032~~2~~1NE

!unu~u~uu•nnn•n•nnulunun•u•nn••••nnaulnnnuu•u••n•n•nnun•uuunuu•nnuut•nnntu•

THE HI-FI HOUSE DOES IT AGAIN!

A DIRECT·DRIVE
TURNTABLE FOR.

~

~••J.~Jl.~~e,~t~2~~~.~~~M~~~~~.~.~.~'t.~r,,,,,A ~

Women
Tennis
Tryouts
Set-

Any female student carrying
a full-tune schedule who is
interested in joining the Ul';IM
women's varsity tennis team
should attend the frrst meeting
Wednesday, Aug. 24 in room
I SO of Johnson Gym at 3 i30

$'>

'913-Q Central SE
293-3260

Don Woods, the number one
Bruce Herron injured his knee tailback for the Chargers after
the third day of practice with the missing most of 1976 with knee
Miami Dolphins, Herron has been surgery, is expected to return to
put on the inactive reserve list. action.
Herron will come off his therapy
sometime in October.
Lobo center Dave Green was cut
from the Kansas Cits Chiefs on
Aug. 7.

Four Lobos Receive
All-American Nods

i...

Energyi Usc and Conservation
'English as a Second Language
Esiatc Planning

;

~:
1,,

Metrics
Mountaineering
Mylh and Miracle in Old

Tcst~ment
Natun- Wildlife Photography

-Flat .Pattern Design
Flyfishing the Rockies

Navajo!
New Muico Cookery

Fly Tying
f'otkdancingThroughEuropc

New Mexico's nroWn Trout

New Mexico's Wild Trout

North Vatlcy Physicat
Fllness Program

Painting, Beginning: and
Continued
Parmi Effectiveness Training
Patchwork and Quilting
People ln Places
Photography Fundamentals
Photognpby~ Prindng Techniques
Physical Fitnm l'rogram
Piano
Plumbing and Electrical Rep ain
Pre-Colwnbian Art and
Archeology
Publicity' and Promotions

Ralru
Rccor&!r •
Residtntial Landscape
Archit«:turc

Rus.riml

SCUBA Diving
SmaU Foreign Car Mai'ntenancc
Solar Entrgy in the Home
n 1e Southwest Multi•Ethnlc
Society
Spanish li 1_1, III, IV, V
SpeOO Reading
Stained Glau Workshop
1heStoryof Albuquerque
Swimmlngl,ll
The Symphony SCason
T"aiCbi Ch'uan
Tennis
Tracing Your Famiiy 'tree"'
Weavinpand Wallhangings
Welding
'Ibe World of Wine
Writing Fiction
WrltingforPublicati'on
Wrlling Poetry
Writing Skills Development
Yoga;Hatha.I,Jl

Free Community College Bulletins are available at 805 Yale NE
and all brimch!'S of the Albuquerque Public Library
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Sara .Jane Wants Ease in Pen

ALDERSON, W.Va. (UPI)j Convicted would-be presidential
j assassin Sara Jane Moore says she
>. isn''t dangerous enough to be

:aA
.,.8
~

~

;sf

l

housed in the new maximum
''I'm not a danger to myself or
security section at the federal any other inmate," Moore, 47, said
women's prison here, Newhouse in the copyrighted story. "I've not
News Service reportec! Sunday.
complained about my sentence at
all, and I don't deserve to be in
maximum security, cut off from the
restor the world.
"I've never been abusive or
destructive. I don't even cuss," she
added.
After spending 18 months in a
Terminal Island, Calif., prison,
Moore was recently transferred to
Alderson. She arrived several days
Any student wishing to have his/her name and/or other information
(year classification, college, local phone number, local or commuting
address, permanent address) deleted from tbe Student Directory
should stop by the Student Activities Center located on the first
floor of the New Mexico Union before September 2, and fill out the
appropriate form. We can delete information but are unable to
make any changes in the material.

Deletion Of Name From·
1977-78 Student Directory

after Lynette "Squeaky" Fromme,
who was also convicted of trying to
kill President Ford in 1975.
"Do you know why the
government built. this maximum
security area?" Moore asked her
interviewer. "Just to house
Squeaky and me, that's why."
Moore said she .and Fromme,
whom she once described as
"insane," have "nothing in
common." When they run into
each other in the halls of the prison
- they are housed on the same

UNM's Enrollment
Isn't Pie ln the Sky
.

By Kathyn Coley
Lobo Staff Wrier
Barring an unforeseen surge of registrants in the next few weks,
enrollment at UNM is approximately what it was last year. ·Dean. Weaver
of Admissions reported last Thursday that around 21,500 students will be
attending UNM this fall, the same as last year.
.
We may see a three to four per cent increase, but nothing more
significant than that, said Weaver.
When asked what UNM student capacity was, Weaver replied that given
the physical make-up of the campus, and under ideal conditions, UNM .
should probably school no more than 15,000 students. "But", said
weaver,"that'spieinthesky".

.,

OPTICAL

M a yo ra I
can d I•d- at es
-TO Debate

Ophthalmic Optician
One Day Service Possible

Special Course
lmme·rses Pupils

Quality Eyewear
·

A special17-credit-hour course in
Spanish is being offered this fall by
the department of modern and
classical languages at UNM.
"Special Spanish," directed by
UNM Spanish professor Leon J.
Marquez, will include subject
matter taught in all introductory
and intermediate courses offered by
the department. Students enrolled
in the one-semester immersion
course will attend classes 17 hours a
week.

Phone: 296-6757
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9:30to5:30
Sat. 10:00 to 1:00

Faculty • Staff • Student Discounts

INFLATION POSH , , •••••• 39~
(Just pretend there's something In the middle)
HEALTH SPA SPECIAL , ••• 49¢
CROWNED POSH •• , , 69¢ Posh, lettuce and tomato

Posh and cream cheese

(please bring your own mouthwash}
Posh and salami

Posh and egg salad
SKY IS FALLING ..... $1.89

GASPACHO ...... ,., $1.79

Posh and chicken salad

Posh and pastrami

FEATHER IN MY CAP .... $1.69
Posh and sliced turkey breast

THE

Posh 4nd tuna salad
Posh, tuna salad and cheese

HS1H BAGEL ... $2.50

.§•~.~.t

Posh and cheese 1 your choice· American
Swiss, Provalone, Mozzarella

:~

•·

·SHE SELLS SEA SHELLS ... $1.89

{ •~.?

Posh and shrimp salad
RUBBER BABY BUGGY BUMPER .. $1.79

Posh and corned beef

.

Mon.

~Thurs.

Fri. 8 a.m. ~Midnight

::~::~~

Sat.10a.m. •Midnight

Sun. 10 a.m.- 8 p'.m,.

•;h:._.•,:.:~·:.:.~-..-· ~\•' •''•'•\•>• •'

Posh, egg salad, salami, chopped liver and
cream cheese

:j::-

.:·

CHICKEN SHIRT MASH
WITH SAWDUST ...... $1.69

THE ALBATROSS ...... $1.89

Posh and chopped liver

JUST A BAGEL AT A TABLE - 25c

c:~c=-=-

amall25¢

Posh, corned beef and cheese

ll•rpers ~:~>:-:::-~
med. 35(:

large 46¢

"--

(our manager comes with this one free)
Platter of tuna, shrimp or chicken salad~
With egg salad and cole slaw and a Posh
on the side
·
JUMPING JELLY BEANS ... $1.79. :. ·
(it may still be alive)
Posh and prime roast beef

Moo Juice (black or White•••••• ,30¢
Coffee .......... 16¢
Hot Tea ......... 20(:

HotChocolata.26¢
OJ ............... 40¢
2¢ Plain ............................. 5¢

: ·

--c&o ~'Lei\ <>:-c--u."'

Potato Salad •.
Cole Slaw , .. , , , , , , , , , , , . ,
1 •

Colte, Teb, Sprh•. ROCit*r· fndT•a. Hawtll•l'i Punch, Orang• Drlnk

c.-= -c- -

$1.80 Dozen

SECRETARY'S DELIGHT .. $2.49

,

,

•

,

•

,

•••

,
1

Macaroni S:Jiad ••••• , •• , , • , 35c
A pickle for a Nickle •. , ~ •••• •Hie
Pretzel •••••••••••••-, , , , , •• 25c

Z•rta'"" -u;:""'""'.

Dieter's Specials
you're on a diet you shouldn't be here ln the first place, so e1njoy
Creamy cheescake • , •••••..• 76c
Apple Strudel •• , , ......... , 65c

Chocolate Chip Cookie., 40c
.. , , , • , , , 40c

Come in and visit our new Non-Smoking Area and
. Plant Shop in the Posh across from UNM
2216 Central SE
(Across from UNM)

~HEAl'S

!IOUA
FIAST TIP.

Winrock Center
Mall)

The UNM Student Health Center offer; comprehensive medical
care to all undergraduate students carrying six or more credit hours
during the fall and spring semesters. Registered students need not be
enrolled for classes during the summer term to be eligible for care.
Graduate students actively involved in pursuing post-graduate
dcgree.requirements are also eligible.
. Services offered include general medical care, mental health servtces lab and x-ray, pharmacy, plus speciality clinics in dermatology,
~yne<;olog~, ~rthoped!cs,, internal ~edicine_. allergy and surgery. An
mpatlent mftrmary ts m operatton dunng the spring and fall
semesters.
Fees are charged for prescriptions and infirmary meals. effective
July I, 1977 fees will also be charged for laboratory and x-ray services. All other services are free.
A~ excellent optional student insurance is available at low cost
an~ 1~ strongly recommended for supplimentary medical protection.
Th~s msurance can only be purchased at the beginning of the fall
semester except for new students enrolling in the spring semester.

Athletes and others with athletes foot.
If our examination confirms that you
have a fungus infection of the skin of your
feet, you can:
1. Advance medical knowledge
2. Get rid-of your infection (maybe)
3. Earn $100 (for certain)

It soars into
The Civic Auditorium
Sunday, September 4th

For a free examination to determine if
you qualify, report to the University of New
Mexico Student Health Center between !J:OO
A.M. and 12:00 Noon, Saturday, August 27
and September' 3.
For further information, call Dr. Smith or
Mrs. Macinnis at 277-4757.

sporting goods

·Males Meet
To Discuss
Rape·lssue
A
group
cafled
the
Albuquerque Men's Resource
Group, is being organized on
campus "to do something in
working with sexism, and men's
relationships to women," a
spokesman for the group said.
"The first meeting will revolve
around the idea of men against
rape," Glenn Hudack said. "It will
be an organizational meeting.''
A film on the issue of rape will be
shown. The film will feature an
interview with four convicts guiltly
of rape, and will focus on how they
feel about what they did.
The meeting will be held at the
UNM Law School, 1117 Stanford
NE, Aug. 24, at 7:30p.m.
Both men and women are invited.

A Boutique Shop
• Men & Women's. Wear
• Affordable Priees
• Gifts

··Imports

• Originals

255-7792

•
Prescription Eyewear Since 1935

has opened another office

Sun Square
Shopping Center
Now 3 Locations
Sun Square- 7210-A Menaul Blvd., N. E. • 293·8280
4300 Central Ave. S. E. • 268·2008
4410 Central Ave. s. W. • 831-5326
'

T-S·O
Enrich your life
Meet today!'s challenges
Enrole in Bible

Lion Hearted
Roar Choked
NOVA'l'O,
Calif.
(UPI)-Stanley the lion has lost his
roar. Sunday, feeling out of sorts,
the 625-pound cat opened his
mouth and all he could muster was
a wheezy grow);
His vocal cords had been partly
severed by a veterinarian because 13
neighbors a half-mile away from his
specially-built cage have complained angrily about his nightly
roars.
Stanley recentiy was moved to
the site by his owner, former
hbllywood stunt performer Jackie
Kelley, who said her pet roared so
much because he was unused to his
new surroundings. And, she said,
he was lonely because she spends a
lot of time at a temporary job.
One neighbor was not pleased
with the <ieroaring. Liz Smith said.
"l'd rather have a noisy lion than a
silent one, because if he escaped I'd
want to know he was coming."

l

Clt!Jey ·Nnus

Takes
Five

STUDENT
HEALTH
SERVICES

(cont,fromp.1)

al~ow hundreds of fans to stop by the home to take pictures, buy police srud they were closed Sunday because several fans had climbed trees and ~
broken branches off bushes on the front lawn.
:@
· Several of the out-of-town fans spent the night in their cars police said a::
parked along Elvis Presley Boulevard where three teen-age m~urners wer~ [I!
struck by a hit-and-run driver early Thursday. Two of the girls were killed 1:!.
and a third, Tammy Baiter, remains in critical condition.
8
The 18-year-old driver of the car, Treatise Wheeler, is scheduled to ~
appear in city court today for a preliminary hearing on charges of second '<
degree murder and drunken driving. A city court judge revoked a $20,000 ~
bond set earlier for the Memphis service station attendant after his mother .8"
told the cou,rt, "something's wrong with his mind."

KNME

The Division of Dermatology of the
.University of New Mexico School of
Medicine needs 100 volunteers with dermatophytosis of the feet (athletes foot) to
help test the comparative effectiveness of
three proven safe antifungal preparations.

II.CCOK

••• Elvis Mourners

Zim'!lerman and City
Pool Research Files

A million dollars
in ski bargains
Says it's bigger
·
and better
than ever
I

35c
35c

Leer, an 'African filmaker, Lina
Wertmuller; a German filmmaker
and. director of "Seven Beauties"
.and "Solei!" laser light show with
computermusic.
Tobias said the committee will be
asking for co-sponsorship with the
film committee for the Van Leer
and Wertmuller appearances. The
ASUNM Popular Entertainment
Committee (PEC) will be cosponsoring "Solei!" and Tobias
said he will be discussing cosponsorhip of Andrew Young with
Four Star News.
. "I think we'll break even (on
expenditures and revenues) or even
do
a little better this year," 'l'obias
UNM . and the City. of .~buquerque are pioneering an interlibrary·
coope~atlve system whtch 1t IS hoped will be a model for an eventual said. The committee recorded a
state:mde n~twork ?nking .all libraries in New Mexico, including academic, deficit of more than $5000 last year.
• pubhc; spec1al and.mdustnal collections.
~~~ new agreell?ent .bet':"een the University and the city opens the
fac~httes of .the Umverstty libraries to city officials and, on a case-by-case
bas1s, to restdents of Albuquerque .
.Paul Vassallo, dean of the UNM Library, said citizens of Albuquerque
wtll have access to the University's research materials through
Albuquerque Public Library.
"If a person's research needs cannot be met by the public library they
. wi.ll certify that person's need for access, to UNM materials," va:.Sallo
sa1d.
·
"When that is completed, the services of all of the libraries in New
KNME-TV (Channel five) will be
Mexico will be availabl~ to people throughout the state," he said. No other off the air during the morning from
state has such a system m operation.
Aug. 22 through Aug. 25.
Some of the materials necessary for beginning development of the state
KNME General Manager Robert
system were purchased ·by the academic libraries with funds from the five- Gordon said the station will be off
year library bond issue.
until 11 each morning to allow for
maintenance on its transmitting
tower. The structure, on Sanclia
Crest, will be partially dismantled
and inspected for defects:
"'l'he process requires unhooking
our
transmission
lines,
photographing them, then doing
electronic testing," Gordon said.
Most of the programs not shown
on those mornings will be repeated
at other times.

ATTENTION!

dozen of another of your choice)

Pot luck, ~only the cutter knows for sure)
please don't ask before yoLr eat.

C.rryOutPriee ••• 16c .-

OINK AND MOO ••••• , .S1,79

Posh, corned beef,slicedturkeybreast and pastrami

Pending
final
contract
negotiations and outside funds, this
year's speakers . program will inelude Ronald Reagan, N. Scott
Momaday and U.N. Ambassador
Andrew Young.
Outside funds will be sought in the
form of. co-sponsorship with other
h~norarmms scheduled, Tobias·
satd, Among these are Robert Van

-

Posh and succulent ham

CANNIBAL'S DELIGHT .............. $2.09
(it mav be someone you know)

By D.M.Ji'LYNN
LOBO Staff Writer
A 1976 presidential candidate, a
noted Indian author and a controversial amedcan cliplomat are
among the personalities scheduled
to appear at UNM iq the coming
academic year, announced Damon
Tobias, chairma,n of the ASUNM
Sreakers Committee.

Building73 • 505-277-3136

SLICED OINK ............ $1.69 ..

(if you can eat six:, we'll give you•a half

SMOKERS DREAM .••••• $1.89

Posh. sliced turkey breast and cheese

Ride The

TOMORROW'S INDIGESTION.,. $1,99

'

Be.m. ~ 11 p.m.

"A lot of people in the community have expressed a desire to
have an intensive, single-semester
course in the Spanish language,"
Marquez said. "The element of
continuity that will be present and
the student's exclusive dedication to
this program will permit the use of
supplementary materials, involvement in activities and use of
techniques like those used in the
training of Peace Corps volunteers."
He said students in the program
will be offered the opportunity to
spend one to two weeks during the
semester in Mexico with a Spanishspeaking family in Cuernavaca or
Guadalajara under the supervision
of a faculty member. Students
unable to go to Mexico will continue classes on campus.
''We feel strongly that the course
will become a regular offering of
the department," Marquez said.
"The course will be very beneficial
to the student body as well as the
conununity."

Posh, ham and cheese

·~..-;

,/ (Across from UNMJ

MOO JUICE AGED 60 DAYS .. $1.59

PHONY MOO ...... $1.79
Posh, bologna and cheese

Posh, salami and cheese

,,;i!!ffffff;!l:::·:'~'::~::i::!i!i;;!!,,, ~· .

HASH MASH YUM YUM .. $1.89

It's a Jot of balony

TALK TO ME SIDEWAYS ..

Posh, Nova Scotia lox, cream cheese,
onion, cole slaw

HASH MASH •• , ......... , $1.79

PILGRIM, ..... , ........ $1.79
(say 01thanks" after you eat it)

THE PHONY ..... $1.69

SMELLINGTON .... , ...... $1.69

ALMOST CHICKEN .... $1.59

Richard J. Jensen, assistant
professor of speech communication
at UNM, will moerate a debate
between Albuquerque mayoral
candidates on Aug. 23, at 7:30
p.m., at Adams Middle School,
5401 Glendo NE.
"
The debate is being sponsored by
.the West Area Community
Association.
Mrs. · Frances Sanchez, vicepresident of the association; said
Mayor Harry Kinney, State Rep.
David Rusk, Herb Hughes and
Mrs. JoAnn Eastham. have accepted invitations to participate in
the debate.
The fifth candidate, Paul Demos,
has another commitment, but will
send a personal representative in his
stead.
The public i~ invited.

'

1410-A Wyoming Blvd. NE
(Wyoming and Constitution)

'

noor - they il!st "wave and say
hello."
Born in Charleston, W. V!J.,
Moore was an aspiring actress who . ·
married four times (twice (o the
same man) and became both a
member of the radical left and an
FBI informer.
,
Although she is serving a life
sentence for the attempted
assassination, she said she is not a
threat to society.
"Would I grab a gun and head to
Washington and shoot President
Carter?" she said. "Absolutely
not. But that's what the government thinks.
"But I must be doing something
right if the government considers
me dangerous," she laughed.
'l'he assassination attempt "had
nothing to do with Gerald Ford, the
person," she said. "The target was
not the individual, but what the
government stood for and what it
does to its own citizens."

Lecturers Scheduled

Registration at Christian Center
/Starting Aug. 17
/Classes Begin Aug. 22

/'Fall Semester
G!'eek 1411 Beginning New Testament9:00-10:30 MWF
Bible 4366 Book of Revelation 11:00-12: 00 MWF
Eible 4365/General Epistles Games, Peter, John, Jude) 11:0012:30TT
Bible •1302
New Testament Survey 6: 30-9:30 pm 'l'ues.
I

I

Fees- $1000 Per Course
RegiStration-At Christian Student Center or at first class
meeting
Alternate scheduling available
Eight Reasons for Enrolling
1. 'I'o enrich my understanding of Cod's word.
2. TO strengthen my faJth as a Christian.
3. To understand my role as: a servant of God.
4. To understand the value of my soul,
-5, To-obtain theproperphilosophyoflife.
6. To balance my acadcmle development,
7. To use my clccUvcs where they count most.
8. To set a ~example (or olhcrs to follow.

Christian Student Center
130 Gi~ardNE

.

• • •

More On Parking Fines

(cont. from p. 1)

Warrants for the arrests of car
owners with many outstanding
tickets were issued by the Municipal
Court 19,369 times, the SUJ.:Vey
shows.
Kleiphenz said the ' traffic

Classifieds
1.

PERSONALS

4.

HOUSING

PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION I.D, photos. Lowest
ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED: Air con'ditlonlng,
prices In tl?wn. Fast, pleasing. Call 263-2444 or come
private patio, one-bedroom, $115, 262.1751, Valley
Rentals. Small fee, Guaranteed. 8/26
to 1717 Girard NE. 9/30
RIDES! RIDES! RIDES! Localandlong·distancecar
LAROE ONE-BEDROOM, PEACEFIJL setting,
good for studying, $140 everything Included, 262·
pools at lTC, 265·9860, 812~
STUDY IN QUITO, Ecuador, at UNM's Andean ·· 1751, Valley Rentals. Small Fee. Guaranteed,
8/26
Center, Spring, 178, Information, 229 OrteSa Hall,
FENCED, COZY ONE-BEDROOM, garage, no
277-2636. 8/26
lease, $135, air. 262·1751, Valley Rentals, Smail fee.
UNM BOOKSTORE RETURNS POLICY: A) You
Guaranteed. 8126
·musl have sales receipt from UNM Bookstore; B)
Book must be In same condition as purchased;tC)
CAMPUS SPECIAL: Two-bedroom, crackling
fireplace, fenced yard, no lease, $160, 262-1751,
Last day to return text• is Friday, September 16,
Valley R~ntals. Small fee.IJuaranteed. 8/26
8126
DANDY DUPLEX! Enclosed patio, air, all utilities
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT conpald, $125. Five minute walk to. UNM. 262-1751,
traception, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose,
Valley Rentals, Small fee. Guaranteed. 8/26
294-0171. 12/3
ROOMATE WANTED (FEMALE): 2-bedroom,
OPEN LATE TONIGHTIUNM Bookstore open 'til
$70/month, non-smoker preferred. 266·4942. 8/26
7pm for your convenience. 8/23
STUDENT SPECIAL: ROOMY one-bedroom, $75,
IF YOU'RE DISABLED and need In·
nicely furnished, 262-1751, Valley Rentals. Small ·
formation/assistance, come to the SUB room 250.A
fee. Guaranteed. 8/26
betw~en 2-4pm Wednesday, 8/24, 8/24
WALK TO CLASS: $135 includes utilities, cleaner
one-bedroom, central air, fully carpeted. 262-1751,
Valley Rent~ls, Small fee, Guaranteed, 8/26
NO LEASE, FULLY fenced one-bedroom, garage,
pels welcome, $100, 262-1731, Valley Rentals. $mall
fee. Guaranteed. 8/26

2.LOST AND FOUND

MAYNORD IS LOST! Reward! Tan Weimereiner,
male, SO Jbs, yellow eyes, cropped tali, wearing
brown feather collar with Pima County, Arizona
tags. Lost In vicinity or University and Central.
Contact Apt. N, 205 Maple SE, or call collect, Patty
Verven, (602) 7!15-8056. 8126

3.

SERVICES

QA TYPINO SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial ~ystem. Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic. Charts& tables. 34S·212S. 10115
FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP and Photography
Gallery is 1-i block from Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Special order service, 8122
"TYPING, l&t quality, 883·7787." tfn
WAKE UP CALLS made day or night. For a live-day
wee~, ~s.oo monthly, Seven-day week, $6.00
monthly. 243·2368. 8/25
CLASSICAL OUITAR INSTRUCfiON, Master's
Degree In Musle. 255·8114. 912

5.

FORSALE

NEW B·FLAT SELMER. PARIS tenor saxophone
w/casc. Finest professional Instrument made. Paid
$1195, take $950 or best offer. 898-2866, 8126
TRINATRON SONY COLOR TV. Unclaimed lay·
away, color TV. Brand new guarantee, uo down
payment. $7,75 per month until balance Is paid off,
268-4393, 8125
AKC AFGHAN HOUND puppies: Black-masked,
apricot-cream colored, $100, 266-3867. 8126
20 USED PORTABLE TVs, $30 to $60. 441
Wyoming NE, 255-5987. lOllS
LIKE NEW ZIG·ZAO: Automatic zig-zag sewing
machine, makes buttonholes, sews on buttons, fancy
designs, remaining four payments of$6.58 or $24.44
cash, 2615-387!, 8/2S
FREE GERMAN SHORTHAIR Pointer, 14 months
male, liver and white. Stong, alert animal, very
loving and obedient. AKC papers, championship
lines. Needs good home and lots of land to run on.
255-4934 or 26S.()505, 8/25
1967, 1970 CHRYSLER Ncwports, Excellent condition. 243·1071. 8126

REPOSSESED: COMPLETE STEREO syst~m, full
size turntable, big speakers, AM/FM stereo, tape
player. Assume payments, $7.82 per month, 268·
4393. 8/25
800cc NORTON, FAST, all new parts. Call 255•
2865. 8/26
HEWLETT-PACKARD 97 PROGRAMMABLE
calculator, Complete with all accessories, plus
extras. Ail offers considered, 293-5954. 8126
DUE To DIVORCE. Ta~e over payments of$7,77 a
month on this brand new R"d Kirby Classic Ill. For
information, 266·5872. 8125
CHEAP WATERBEDSJ Water Trips, 3407 Central
NE, Student Specials: p9,9S plus tax buys you I)
" basic floorframe, 2) safety liner, 3)any size walerbed
malress (3-year guarantee), 4)foam comfort pad.

268-8455. 8125

•

HONDA CB350 1972, Prof,·owned, low mileage,
excellent condition, two helmets, 266-9219, 277·
3017. 8126

6.

EMPLOYMENT

Typesetter
Wanted
Must type at least 70. WPM
Hours 7 ·11 p.m. Sun.· Thurs.
We wil/.train.
Apply at Marron.Hall131.

PART TIME: Sales clerk & stocking. Must be over 21
year~ old. Apply in person, no phone calls, SAVE·
WAY LiquQr Storr:s, 5704 Lomas Bed lay-away,
color TV. Brand new guar~ntee, no down payment.
$7.75 per month until balance Is paid off. 268·
4393. 8/24
PART-TIME JOB: Sales, llexJble hours, good pay.
Possl):ole full-time during breaks. Call: Phil Fran·
czyk, C.L.U., 292-2830. 9130
HALF·TIME COUNSELOR for vasectomy counseling and education at Planned Parenthood.
Contact Norma or Carol, 265·5976, by August 29.
An Equal Opportunity Employer. B/26

Pipe&_ Tobacco

Road

WEEKEND FRAMERS WANTED, 262..()772. 8/26
PART·TIME FRY COOK for evenings and
weekends. Approximately 25 hours per week. Apply
In person. University Dairy Queen, across from
Popejoy Hall. 8/24
PART-TIME CASHIER, weekends-am. Will train.
Apply in person, Frontier Restaurant, 2400 Central
SE. 8/24

-Pipes
-Cigarettes
-Cigars

7.

-Rolling Papers
-Magazines

TRAVEL

INTERESTED IN LOCAL car pool;? Information at
265·9860, noon to 6:00pm. 8/26
CHRISTMAS FUGHTS? THINK about II now!
Reservations at Intercontinental Travel Centre, 107 _
Oirard SE, 255-6830 noon to 6:00pm, 8/26

violations collection division was
recently moved from Municipal
Court to the City Treasurer's office, and a new system of colle~tion
would be instituted simplifying the
city's costs.

-Blended Toba~cos

107B Cornell SE

Drop Into ._.he New

Student Bookstore
and get acquainted with all
we have to· offer:
• official UNM new-used books
• art supplies
• large selection of general
• calculators
reading books
• studyaid~
• sporting goods (backpacks)
• xerox copies
• complete selection of Law books
• sweatshirts
and Law aids
• Hallmark cards
• we also buy back textbooks year round
• complete stocks of all school supplies

243-1777

2122 Central Ave. SE
.. across frotn Journalisna Building
I.

-~

